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Executive Summary

“Data is the new oil,” or so we’ve been told. From policy pronouncements to media reports to op-eds, many have used the attractive analogy when discussing artificial intelligence. Kai-Fu Lee, author of *AI Superpowers*, has written, “in the age of AI, where data is the new oil, China is the new Saudi Arabia.”¹

Yet reality is far messier. With a population of 1.4 billion people, robust surveillance and data collection capabilities, and access to private sector data, the Chinese government appears to have vast quantities of data.² But even if China has far more data than the United States, does this raw data necessarily translate into a meaningful advantage for China? And if so, is this enough to overtake the United States in AI? Both countries invest in AI for military applications; will China’s potentially greater access³ to commercial data accelerate its development of AI-enabled weapons relative to the United States?

This paper reviews the challenges in assessing whether the United States or China has a “data advantage” in the military AI realm—i.e., whether one country has access to more data in a way that confers an advantage in developing military AI systems. We provide initial insights for measuring a relative data advantage by answering three questions that are important when evaluating data competitiveness. What does it mean to have a data advantage? Does commercial data matter for military AI? Will big data stay relevant for future AI applications?

Following are the key assessments of this paper:

- Determining whether one country has a data advantage over the other is not as simple as measuring which country produces more raw
data overall. Estimates that compare raw data broadly without looking at specific application or domain areas are oversimplifications that do not accurately reflect the role of data.

- A country that first reaches the experimentation phase (i.e., where data for a specific application is digitally stored, cleaned and transformed, labeled, and optimized to train a machine learning algorithm) is at an advantage over others for that application, as it is positioned to move faster toward developing its aimed AI application.

- Commercial data, while useful, will be less relevant for military operational AI. China’s access to commercial market data is unlikely to confer a military operational advantage; data needs for military AI applications are environment-specific, and little ability exists to transfer commercial data and machine learning models to military applications.

- Certain emerging approaches might make big data collected from the real world less relevant in the future, even though the applicability of these approaches to military needs remains unclear.

Data advantage is about more than the sheer quantity of raw data

Determining whether China has an AI-relevant data advantage over the United States is not as simple as measuring which country produces more raw data. Most existing comparisons of national competitiveness in AI data are based on indicators like population size and the percentage of the population engaged in digital activities. Such estimates are too broad to be useful. They attempt to measure the amount and availability of data, but often neglect metrics essential for training AI algorithms, such as data quality and diversity.

Furthermore, although people produce large amounts of data when they engage in various online and offline activities, not all of this data is collected and stored. Even when stored, it generally cannot be used unless cleaned and labelled. Data cleaning is a crucial part of the process: data scientists spend up to 80 percent of their time collecting, cleaning, and organizing data. Finally, broad country comparisons overlook AI algorithmic approaches and technological progress with a potential to make real-world data less relevant for AI development.
AI is a general-purpose technology with promising applications for both military and civilian purposes. U.S. policymakers have raised concerns that the Chinese Communist Party might use its authoritarian power to access the data of Chinese tech firms, such as Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, and Huawei, to advance Party-state and national security interests. Scholars, too, have broadly linked China’s success in commercial AI to its military and espionage AI capabilities. Such concerns result from generalized analogies like “data is the new oil” that don’t reflect a clear understanding of AI data or the role of commercial sector’s data in defense applications.

Unlike oil—which once processed can be used to fuel industry, electricity, and a range of transport vehicles—data is not an all-purpose resource. Building AI systems in different domains calls for distinct types of data, and data can consist of words, sounds, pictures, ideas, facts, statistics, or anything that constitutes digital information. The type, structure, quality, and availability of data required for military applications of AI differs significantly from the data used in commercial applications. For example, a self-driving car would train on data related to traffic, maps, and adjacent cars—vastly different from the off-road self-driving data needs of a military unmanned ground vehicle.

Broad estimates and generalized analogies, therefore, point us in the wrong direction. Answering the question of data advantage is not as straightforward as comparing countries’ oil reserves. Even if we could accurately estimate which nation collects the most raw data from the real world, it would not help us determine who has the most data relevant for military AI. And even if it were possible to estimate accurately which country leads in military AI data, it wouldn’t necessarily help us predict whether and how data for commercial AI applications may be used for military purposes that threaten national security interests. Nor will estimates based only on large amounts of real-world data present a complete picture that accounts for questions on its near-term relevancy for AI development.

Data advantage derives from a robust metadata management capacity

At present, there is no consensus, conceptual or methodological, about what it means to have a data advantage. Does it imply access to large reserves of raw data? A single Air Force drone can generate 70 terabytes of data every 14 hours, roughly seven times the amount of data produced by the Hubble Space Telescope in one year. The next generation of wide-area motion imagery sensors will be capable of collecting 2.2 petabytes per day, which is
more than the storage needed for a 24/7 video recording at 1080p for almost seven years. The wealth of data accessible today is overwhelming. In such a scenario, we need to understand when data becomes a military asset. The first step to assessing a country’s data advantage is clarifying the role of data in applications of AI.

The role of data in AI

The following is a depiction of the various stages data goes through before it can deliver a successful AI application.
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At the start of the process is data collection—determining what data is needed and if it is being collected. This could be data from sensors, satellite imagery, telemetry data, or even maintenance logs, depending on the system that generates it. Data collection will not mean much unless the data is accessible. Data accessibility depends on how task-relevant data is moved and stored—there needs to be a reliable extract, transform, and load (ETL) pipeline that pulls data out of the point of generation and moves it to a useful database, making the data accessible.

Once in an accessible database, this data can be explored and transformed further to enable data improvement and analysis. This process involves cleaning the data, finding errors and missing pieces of information such that it can be reliably explored. This step is far more difficult and time consuming than any that follow, especially for large datasets.
When dealing with large amounts of data, sometimes improved data quality is itself a major part of a project. The Joint Artificial Intelligence Center’s (JAIC) three-day “Into the Dataverse” challenge for its predictive aircraft maintenance project was tailored specifically for the purpose of getting organized data. The challenge statement read as follows:

“Develop an AI-enabling user interface that can intuitively capture both structured and non-structured maintenance data, and associated maintainer actions, in an efficient and user-friendly manner to produce more accurate maintenance logs.”

With clean data in hand, data scientists or relevant ML experts can build upon the information with analytics to explain what’s happening in a system and why. This process can involve exploring patterns, assigning labels to the training data automatically or manually, and defining metrics to describe the essential information in meaningful ways; it helps researchers understand what they might learn or predict. For machine learning, this is where designing the model begins.

The final step involves testing and experimentation to put models in place in an incremental fashion to prevent problems later. Simple baseline ML algorithms can be deployed as part of testing and new features can be added as appropriate to refine and fine-tune the model. This is a quality control process that includes validation and verification. It is also the stage where the algorithm is fit to best match ground truth data. Once robust, the model is deployed and becomes a usable AI application.

**Evaluating a lead in data**

The United States and China each have military systems generating massive volumes of data, where ML applications could be incorporated to increase the speed, efficiency, and accuracy of tasks, including navigation, information processing, planning, decision support, targeting, and others. Data is most valuable for operational purposes once digitally stored, cleaned, transformed, labeled, and optimized to be deployed in ML algorithms. Therefore, the country that first reaches the experimentation phase
for a set of data can be said to have an advantage over others,\textsuperscript{20} positioned to move faster toward developing its desired AI application.

To reach this stage, a country must have a robust metadata management infrastructure supported by reliable data flow pipelines, cloud technology, edge computing, labeling and annotation capacity, among other factors. Official reports in the United States and China indicate significant progress toward this end.

Big data has been a focus of attention in China since March 2014 when the term “big data” was first written into a government work report. This was followed by the launch of the big data strategy in 2016 and subsequent efforts at its implementation and integration within the economy. Until 2019, nearly 31 provincial-level administrative units in China had released relevant documents to promote development of big data industry, including a focus on AI in the past two years. The policy design phase has gradually entered the execution phase, with several provinces and local authorities in China establishing big data bureaus for the implementation of policy objectives.\textsuperscript{21}

On the other hand, the United States issued its first government-wide “Federal Data Strategy” in June 2019 along with a 2020 Action Plan for its implementation, offering a vision and guidance on how its various government agencies should manage and use data and what practices can help leverage data value.\textsuperscript{22} Several agencies have released their own data strategies in recent years with an emphasis on advanced analytical technologies like AI and ML.\textsuperscript{23} Moving from strategy to execution has been hampered as agencies such as the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) struggle to finalize cloud computing contracts and manage data culture issues.\textsuperscript{24}

Public statements by U.S. and Chinese officials highlight the underlying challenges facing their efforts, indicating that neither country has a data management infrastructure fully in place. For instance, during a special lecture held by the Standing Committee of the 13th National People’s Congress, a People’s Liberation Army expert noted the absence of real data management regulations and the existence of cumbersome bureaucratic processes as obstacles preventing China from fully exploiting its data.\textsuperscript{25} There are also significant challenges pertaining to civil-military integration on big data, including lack of effective channels for information communication and issues related to confidential information sharing.\textsuperscript{26}
In the United States, the former director of the JAIC, Lt. Gen. Jack Shanahan, repeatedly listed “dirty data” as the Pentagon’s AI problem. He attributed it to legacy systems with challenges in integration and interoperability, and lack of manpower to label sensitive operational information. Among other issues, the cost and effort of establishing enterprise-wide data pipelines for DOD platforms will be very challenging given the siloed organizations, talent shortage, and culture of slow-moving systems and information within the Department. In that regard, the JAIC’s bottom-up approach to operationalize AI via small projects before scaling it across the DOD appears to support the above assessment of DOD’s current lack of data management maturity at an enterprise level.

In practice, data advantage is application-specific and will rely on whether a country has access to usable data for its data scientists/analysts or ML engineers looking to deploy AI models. To assess data advantage, therefore, looking at raw data volume is less useful than evaluating who has more effective data management processes for reliable data collection, storage, and transformation as needed to make it ready for experimentation. The United States and China realize the significance of this distinction and have made policy advances to enable such an effort, yet both struggle with their own challenges and have not established such an infrastructure.

It is important to note that even with a robust data management infrastructure in place, several other factors can influence data advantage. For instance, early clarity on AI applications of strategic interest and project-specific work toward them can be a key factor in bolstering military data competitiveness for certain applications. Another crucial differentiator can be a country’s military operational experience that provides unique opportunities in terms of real-world operational data collection, model testing, and discovering what kinds of AI applications can be most useful.

In theory, the United States is a clear leader on the operational experience front with its forces and systems having undergone diverse combat experiences. How much this experience matters rests on, among other things, whether data was collected and stored at every opportunity, whether the stored data is understandable, traceable, and sharable, and whether it can be made interoperable across DOD’s various systems, old and new. The presence of diverse collection opportunities is an important factor to consider. However, all data—historical or current, big or small—will not mean much in the absence of a robust data management infrastructure, making it a primary element for assessing data advantages in developing AI systems of the future.
Commercial data is generally not relevant for military operational AI

Popular claims positing China as a data leader base their estimates on China’s access to commercial data. China’s commercial market success surely has relevance to its national security given that it increases the technological capabilities available to China’s military and intelligence community vis-à-vis funding, talent, and economies of scale. However, the same assessment cannot be applied for data in the military domain. China’s access to commercial market data is unlikely to give it a military operational advantage because data needs for military AI applications are environment-specific and, in many cases, learning derived from commercial data cannot be transferred to military applications at present.

A recent RAND report on the DOD AI posture classifies military applications of AI into three categories: 1) enterprise AI, such as AI-backed personnel management systems, 2) mission-support AI, such as Project Maven or AI-enabled logistics planning systems, and 3) operational AI, including the Skyborg wingman prototype or use-cases under the JAIC’s AI for maneuver and fires. AI applications in these categories vary significantly in the environment in which they will operate, the speed of information-processing, implications of failure, and the amount of available resources.

While these applications range in scope and function, the data they require is mostly not a fungible resource. This is especially true for applications in the operational AI category that will be used in uncertain, fast-paced environments with severe consequences for failure. Data needs for operational AI are environment-specific, making data drawn from non-military environments irrelevant. To support a predictive maintenance project, for example, the JAIC began gathering troves of maintenance logs for all of the H-60 series helicopters used across the Army, Navy, and Air Force. It soon realized that maintenance data for this purpose was not easily compatible across services because each operates helicopters for different tasks in different environments, and AI trained on data from one service did not work for another. When the JAIC instead focused narrowly on UH-60 Black Hawk versions, it still faced significant data relevance issues due to the variety of operating environments of that particular version. Results from federally-funded research and development centers indicate that the reliability of AI algorithms can vary significantly across desert, forest, ocean, and mountain environments. In the end, the JAIC decided to start by focusing on the UH-60 variant under the 160th SOAR (Special Operations Aviation Regiment) operating in desert conditions.
The JAIC’s experience with predictive maintenance illustrates how data cannot be treated as a substitutable resource even within the military, let alone from the commercial sector to operational defense environments. The requisite logs of the S-70 helicopter (the commercial variant of the military’s H-60 platform) will differ sharply and its data may not be relevant for predicting the specific repairs needed for any of the military’s helicopters. The military operating environment is characterized by frequent shocks, vibrations, dust, inclement weather, and energy constraints that commercial systems do not necessarily confront. Additionally, in evaluating the accuracy and reliability of existing training data, the parameters of the two sectors differ significantly. Whereas the amount and quality of training data providing reliable answers 80 or 90 percent of the time may be sufficient in the private sector, military systems where human lives are more often at stake need better accuracy.

All of this suggests that commercial data, while useful, will not be directly relevant for operational AI in military applications. To create robust models in this domain, services will need to acquire task- and environment-specific data that respects DOD’s performance specifications. Commercial data’s usefulness will vary in the enterprise AI or mission AI categories depending on the tasks employed and the environment the applications will operate in. Commercial data could indirectly benefit a country’s operational AI military domain by allowing a country to mature its AI capabilities and talent in a particular application with subsequent implications for the military. For instance, researchers in the Chinese private sector working on facial recognition applications employing huge quantities of available commercial data with real-world use cases are likely to be much more experienced at developing superior military variants of the technology.

The future of AI may not be about big data

AI applications in the future may not require the same types and quantities of data used to evaluate advantages now. Two examples of research areas that could change how AI data is currently viewed include synthetic data generation and few-shot learning. If these approaches prove successful and broadly applicable, then the potential strategic advantage conferred by big data for training and developing future AI applications will be significantly reduced.
### Synthetic data generation

The development of machine learning AI systems typically relies on massive amounts of real-world data. Because such data is often not available or is cost/time prohibitive to assemble, researchers are testing the use of synthetic data—data manufactured artificially by a computer rather than measured or collected from real-world situations. Synthetic data includes digitally created videos, images, audio, 3D environments, and more, combining techniques from gaming and movie industries (like computer-generated imagery) to create simulated environments. A simple and common way of using synthetic data is to “augment” real-world data by making random changes to an existing dataset; for example, augmenting an image dataset by adding rotated and cropped copies of the images it contains, thereby multiplying the dataset’s size. At the other extreme, in settings where the underlying data is to be generated from scratch, systems can be trained using purely synthetic data; for example, DeepMind’s AlphaGo Zero system learned to play Go at world champion level by playing millions of games against itself, in essence training on its own data stream of Go games.

For applications where synthetic data could be generated and used for training on a broad scale, it might present a cost-effective and efficient way to train and develop AI algorithms, thus reducing the need for massive real-world data sets. However, several challenges remain in synthetic data generation. In some areas of synthetic data application, it is difficult to create high-quality synthetic data that reflects the real-world complexity contained in a large real-world dataset. Even if the generated data is excellent, it still replicates the authentic data and could miss crucial features. Nevertheless, there are instances of synthetic data propelling progress: for its autonomous vehicle testing, Waymo has used 20 million miles of data on real roads, and 10 billion miles on simulated roads as of March 2020. Actual X-rays are combined with simulated X-rays to train AI algorithms to identify medical conditions. Moreover, recent research demonstrated how some applications can achieve the same results using synthetic data as real data. To the extent that militaries are able to obtain or create high-quality synthetic data, it would mitigate the need to invest in collecting and organizing big data from the real world for some AI applications.

### Few-shot learning

Few-shot learning refers to the practice of training an AI algorithm to make predictions with very small amounts of data. It was inspired by the idea of learning like humans. A four-year-old child needs to see photos of a zebra
only a few times for the animal to become instantly recognizable. In few-shot learning, the model learns from pre-trained concepts (such as parts and relations) as prior knowledge and with a few examples of supervised information. For instance, in the case of an image classification task of a rare bird species, the prior knowledge will be pre-trained models on images of other types of birds in general, and the supervised information will be a few (usually two to five) labeled images of that rare bird species.

Few-shot learning is useful in situations where data is hard or impossible to acquire due to safety, privacy, ethical, or other issues. A typical example is low data drug discovery campaigns, which attempt to discover properties of new compounds with scarce biological records. Few-shot learning can reduce the need for collecting big data in highly specialized areas with sparse data points, and can enable unique breakthroughs in areas like object tracking, video event detection, language modeling, gesture recognition, and others. However, few-shot learning still has limitations and can’t yet be used reliably in a range of settings. If few-shot learning were to prove reliable and widely applicable, it would significantly reduce the need (and therefore perceived value) of data for AI development.

One potential twist is that further advances in few-shot learning and related techniques, such as transfer learning and fine-tuning, could mean that—counter to what is described above—commercial data might have some utility in military applications after all. For example, data from commercial self-driving vehicles could provide pre-training for autonomous vehicles in military settings. However, it remains unclear which data would be useful and how, so the overall point made above holds.

The future value of large datasets is uncertain

Further advancement of methods to reduce the need for large datasets, such as synthetic data and few-shot learning, could potentially affect national AI competitiveness in important ways. The availability of high-quality synthetic data generators could compensate for a country’s lack of sufficient operational experience and associated data. Few-shot learning could bolster progress in areas with access to few data points—for instance, in applications forecasting rare geopolitical events like nuclear weapon or missile tests. By reducing or eliminating the need for large amounts of real-world data, few-shot learning and synthetic data may allow militaries to avoid dealing with unstructured and incompatible data from legacy systems or the need for large scale data labeling. The use of such techniques would also minimize concerns regarding data ownership and data privacy.
Beyond foundational research, significant practical strides in few-shot learning and synthetic data have yet to be applied (and exist neither within the U.S. or Chinese government to the best of the authors’ knowledge), despite a demonstrated interest.\textsuperscript{53} There is still time before both sides start making effective use of them. If proven practical and applicable for military needs, these approaches would enable development of AI without reliance on massive datasets and might mean, in effect, that data is not the new oil; rather, it is no more than yesterday’s whale oil.

**Key takeaways**

Measuring data advantage is difficult and offers no simple answers. Estimates that compare raw data broadly are oversimplifications that do not accurately reflect the role of data. This paper finds that a country with a robust metadata management capacity—or that first digitally stores, cleans, transforms, labels, and optimizes a set of data for specific projects—will be positioned to move faster toward its desired AI application, and hence at an advantage for that particular application. Commercial data, while useful, will be less relevant for military operational AI, rendering China’s access to commercial market data not very pertinent for operational AI defense applications. Certain emerging approaches in AI might make big data collected from the real world less relevant for future AI development, even though the applicability of these approaches to military needs remains unclear.
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Endnotes


4 Daniel Castro, Michael McLaughlin, and Eline Chivot, “Who is Winning the AI Race: China, the EU or the United States?” (Center for Data Innovation, August 19, 2019), [https://www.datainnovation.org/2019/08/who-is-winning-the-ai-race-china-the-eu-or-the-united-states/](https://www.datainnovation.org/2019/08/who-is-winning-the-ai-race-china-the-eu-or-the-united-states/).


6 This step may not be necessary for a few big tech firms with established advanced data pipelines for their specific business purposes that transform the relevant data before it gets stored in a database or a data warehouse.


15 Among other things, data exploration involves understanding what is in the dataset, finding characteristics of the data involving size, completeness, correctness, relationship between elements, etc.


17 In more mature stages, an organization can build a data ETL pipeline which automatically presents data in reliable format with real-time integration.


20 This holds true assuming that the data they have is representative of the actual environment they plan to operate in.


Predictive maintenance of military platforms (like the H-60 helicopter in the JAIC’s case) is likely to fall under both operational AI and mission-support AI depending upon its usage.

For example, the U.S. Navy uses the SH-60 Seahawk as a multi-mission maritime helicopter – the SH-60F Oceanhawk for anti-submarine warfare, and the MH-60S Knighthawk for troop transport and vertical replenishment. The U.S. Air Force uses the HH-60G Pave Hawk for combat search and rescue. The U.S. Marine Corp has used the VH-60N White Hawk as Presidential and VIP transport helicopter.


It is important to note that as research progresses, approaches that allow us to transfer knowledge from commercial data to military applications, like transfer learning, might make it possible to tailor more private sector data for military needs. However, the presence of so
many failure modes and no reliability guarantee in transfer learning at present prevents employment of commercially trained models to military AI application, particularly those needed to pursue successful operations on the battlefield against an adversary. This is also discussed in the section on few-shot learning.

38 Boundaries between operational, enterprise, and mission-support AI are fuzzy and depend upon how we choose to define them. For instance, depending upon whether we consider AI-enabled cyberattacks on foreign countries to be mission-support or operational AI, commercial sector data in this domain (and the military’s access to it) is likely to confer an advantage in maximizing the spread or damage of a given attack.

39 Other approaches that do not require significant data include one-shot learning, zero-shot learning, and low-shot learning.

40 There are several variants of synthetic data tools available in the commercial market, and governments have divisions dedicated to modeling and simulation for training, testing, and processing information. The ones referred to in this section utilize cutting-edge AI methods like neural networks or deep learning (specifically Generative Adversarial Networks).


45 Few-shot learning is a type of Transfer Learning (TL). Like TL, it is most useful to have few-shot learning when you have a lot of data on the problem you’re transferring from and very less data on the problem you’re transferring to. Other related approaches include meta-learning, generative modeling, and embedding learning, among others.

46 A four-year-old likely has 20,000+ hours of experiential data. The child could identify a zebra with only a few pictures also because it is relying on a lot of prior data on other related topics and transferring that knowledge.


50 A major issue with this learning approach is that the approximated values based on so few data points are unreliable. The performance potential of few-shot learning under varying observation conditions (like scale, size, illumination, occlusion, rotation, etc.) is yet to be demonstrated.

51 Researchers are working on a technique called Transfer Learning (TL) that may one day allow learning to be transferred between related applications. For instance, knowledge gained while learning to recognize dogs could be transferred to instead recognize cats. This is an area of ongoing research and it is uncertain if large scale transfer learning on a level useful to many military applications will be possible.

52 For instance, the operating environment faced by U.S. forces in Iraq and Afghanistan necessitated greater experimentation with counter-IED capability in comparison to the PLA that likely has had fewer opportunities deploying it and developing systems that produce IED-relevant data. In this case, high quality synthetic data generators creating necessary IED data could prove useful for the PLA struggling to develop AI capabilities in a sector where it has had lesser operational experience.